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reality gangster rap combined with hip-hop appeal and heartfelt lyrics so listeners can visualize the words.

chicago-style delivery but not so fast. 17 MP3 Songs HIP HOP/RAP: Hardcore Rap, URBAN/R&B: Soul

Details: j.d.walker is the premier inspiration of the independent chicago underground movement. he has

been performing, recording, and independently producing his own music since 1988. j.d.walker's street

credibility in the streets of chicago is the broadest of them all. in simple terms, just ask about him. you can

call retail stores, radio stations, club dj's and any and every type of street hustler from the streets of

chicago back to the pimp don "majic" juan. he is the only chicago artist who has the capabilities of selling

millions of records. his stage show performance can be compared to that of mysticals' or the likes of

james browns'. j.d. walker has opened up for artists such as outkast, wu-tang clan too- short, luke

skywalker, jayo-felony, and way many more. j.d.walker's family in the business are coldhard of crucial

conflict (cousins), the problem child of childrin of the ghetto (hoo-bangin records, mac 10), and a few

more top local acts. we can sit here and talk for days about the impact this artists has and has had on the

chicago industry as a whole. he has turned down many bogus deals in the past because j.d.walker is the

most independent artist of all the chicago artists. labels looking to sign him has to show him the money!

he will not be sold dreams and he will not be led astray. he is the hardest working independent chicago

artists of them all and i guarantee that 95 of the listeners that purchase a j.d.walker cd will love it ta death!
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